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A new chApter  
in A history  
of innovAtion



“I am pleased to introduce 
Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation
Alliance and proud to be a leader
of this organization.”



Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance (COSIA) was born  
out of a shared belief that through innovation and collaboration 
Canada’s oil sands can be developed responsibly. COSIA’s 
members are driven by three fundamentals:

First, is an understanding 
of our obligation to protect 
the health of the planet 
for future generations.

Second, we share a conviction 
that inspiration, diligence, 
science and technology 
can allow society to grow 
economically, without 
compromising a safe and 
healthy environment.

Finally, we believe that 
collaboration can accelerate 
innovation when it comes to 
protecting the environment.

So far, our members have shared more than 560 environmental innovations or technologies 
that cost over $900 million to develop. This booklet is meant to provide a glimpse 
into the work we are doing and the approach we intend to take for the future.

Thank you for your interest in COSIA; if you would like to know more, please  
subscribe to our newsletter, Collaborator, at cosia.ca/subscribe  
or contact us at info@cosia.ca.

Sincerely, 

Dan Wicklum 
Chief Executive 
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The COSIA Idea: 
A New Chapter in a 
History of Innovation
The history of Canada’s oil sands is older than the 
history of the country itself. Records from the Hudson’s 
Bay Company dating back to the early 1700s document 
the fact that indigenous peoples were using bitumen 
from the Athabasca area to waterproof their canoes.

The first scientific assessment of Canada’s oil sands happened in 1848, more 
than 150 years ago. Science and innovation have been constant companions 
of oil sands development for the last century. The spirit of innovation and the 
application of science and technology have allowed Canada to become a world 
leader in the production of oil and gas. As a result, the country has seen many 
economic benefits including jobs, royalties and tax revenues to pay for public 
services, and a domestic source of energy. Canadians value the many benefits 
of the oil sands and also place great importance on the natural environment. 
Responsible producers accept that operating in Canada requires a high standard 
of environmental care, and are committed to meeting that expectation.
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COSIA:
Canada’s Oil Sands 
Innovation Alliance
In March of 2012, 13 leading companies formed 
a landmark agreement to create COSIA.

The goal: to help accelerate innovation efforts to reduce the impact of 
oil sands development on the environment. The approach, at its heart, 
is simple: to share innovations and technologies, so breakthroughs are 
spread quickly and broadly. This booklet tells our young story. So far.
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Recreate PMS

How We Work
The 13 member companies of COSIA are listed above. 
Together these companies account for about 90%  
of all the production that happens in the oil sands.

Our members have agreed on four environmental priority areas (EPAs): land, water, 
tailings and greenhouse gases (GHGs). Experts have been hired to direct our work 
in each of these four areas. In each EPA, companies come together to discuss new 
ways to break down barriers to environmental innovation, and to move forward 
with sharing technologies. To give life and form to this approach, the CEOs of 
our member companies signed a Charter that describes this commitment.
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COSIA’s Charter
We, as developers of Canada’s oil sands and 
signatory companies to this Charter, hereby 
create Canada’s Oil Sands Innovation Alliance.
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OUR VISION

Our vision is to enable responsible and 
sustainable development of Canada’s oil sands 
while delivering accelerated improvement 
in environmental performance through 
collaborative action and innovation.

OUR ShaRed BelIefS

We believe that:
 » Canada’s oil sands are a vital resource for providing energy 
security for the future of Canadians and the world.

 » Oil sands development provides financial and social well-being through 
job creation, business opportunities and economic activity.

 » Our industry has environmental impacts, which we will work to minimize. 
Action will reflect a strong commitment to innovation and collaboration 
and be focused on key environmental priorities so that together we will 
deliver accelerated improvement in our environmental performance.

 » COSIA will result in faster and more effective research 
and development and environmental innovation through 
the use of shared technologies and resources.
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The decision to create COSIA
is based on a powerful belief
in the value of innovation and
the merits of collaboration.
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Collaboration
COSIA’s member companies are competitors when 
it comes to developing energy products and 
serving customers. But when it comes to improving 
the environmental performance of Canada’s oil 
sands industry, they recognize that they can 
accelerate improved environmental performance 
by sharing technology, information and ideas.

Oil sands companies are breaking new ground within COSIA in what it means  
to collaborate within organizations, among organizations, and with wider  
society to develop innovative new environmental technologies. COSIA is  
keen to work with as diverse a group as possible including government,  
academia, non-government organizations and Aboriginal groups, in order  
to gain the fresh perspective needed to solve the challenges that lie ahead. 

Innovation
Even though oil has been used for a long 
time around the world, innovation has always 
led to significant improvement in how oil is 
found, extracted, processed and moved. 

COSIA is enabling its member companies to innovate like never before. 
In addition to new environmental technologies, more subtle but no less 
important ways of innovating are taking place, including sharing best practices, 
using environmental technologies in novel ways and sharing research and 
development results to reduce risk, duplication, effort, cost and time.

For instance, our online Environmental Technology Assessment Portal, or 
E-TAP for short, allows anyone in the world to share a technology idea they 
believe could accelerate improved environmental performance in the oil sands 
— at the click of a button. This and other advances have made COSIA one of 
the most active collaborative innovation hubs anywhere in the world.
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DIRECTOR, MONITORING 
& RISK ASSESSMENT

OFFICE SUPPORT

EPA DIRECTORS

TAILINGS EPA

WATER EPA

LAND EPA

GHG EPA

JOINT 
INDUSTRY 
PROJECTS:

• SHAREHOLDERS

• ASSOCIATE MEMBERS

• PARTICIPANTS

COMPANY CEOs

COSIA CORPORATION
GOVERNED BY A UNANIMOUS SHAREHOLDER AGREEMENT 
SIGNED BY COSIA SHAREHOLDERS

EACH ENVIRONMENTAL 
PRIORITY AREA IS GOVERNED 
BY ITS OWN JOINT VENTURE 
AGREEMENT

EACH JOINT INDUSTRY 
PROJECT IS GOVERNED 
BY A JOINT INDUSTRY 
PROJECT AGREEMENT

CHIEF EXECUTIVE

SHAREHOLDER 
STEERING COMMITTEE

Structure
COSIA has been structured specifically to support 
the delivery of accelerated improvement in 
environmental performance in Canada’s oil sands. 
A number of globally precedent-setting legal 
agreements allow the sharing of technology and 
other innovations among COSIA companies.

COSIA’s structure and ability to facilitate the sharing of environmental 
technologies ensure that member companies can bring their innovations 
and resources to bear in addressing the environmental impacts of 
the oil sands in the areas of land, water, tailings and GHGs.

COSIA is supported at the highest levels by a CEO Council, formed by the chief 
executives of the 13 shareholder oil sands companies in COSIA. COSIA is governed 
by Chief Executive Dr. Dan Wicklum, who is directly supported by a Shareholder 
Steering Committee made up of vice presidents and other business leaders 
from the shareholder companies, that helps shape strategic direction.

Each EPA and the Monitoring working group continue the theme of direct 
member company participation through their respective technical steering 
committees, each managed by a COSIA director. Each EPA Steering Committee 
is responsible for managing and sharing the portfolio of Joint Industry Projects 
(JIPs) with the potential to help improve environmental performance.
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The Four Outcomes
Our approach to moving the yardstick  
on environmental impacts is unique.  
We recognize that some of the challenges 
we face don’t lend themselves to obvious 
solutions, and that solutions lie in 
challenging the best and the brightest 
minds across our 13 companies.

To do this, we have created four aspirational statements aimed at 
communicating a degree of ambition. These are in effect end states 
that we want to achieve, and we want the people who work within 
our member companies and the broader innovation community to be 
very focused on figuring out new and better ways of achieving these 
outcomes. The four Aspirations are described on the next page:
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What We Aspire to
COSIA member companies will strive to:

 » Produce oil with lower greenhouse gas 
emissions than other sources of oil.

 » Be world leaders in land management, restoring the land 
and preserving biodiversity of plants and animals.

 » Transform tailings from waste into a resource 
that speeds land and water reclamation.

 » Be world leaders in water management, producing 
Canadian energy with no adverse impact on water.
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Translating Vision 
 to Action
COSIA has developed a goal framework  
that helps define the organization’s 
priorities and highlights a path forward.

1. Aspirations: Positioned below COSIA’s Vision, these bold multi-decadal 
statements aim to communicate the alliance’s ambition and direction.

2. Performance Goals: Below the Aspirations lie quantitative time-
bound Performance Goals that provide a way to measure 
improvements in environmental performance.

3. Opportunity Areas: These represent areas of focus that if fully utilized 
have the potential to significantly contribute to achieving COSIA’s 
related Performance Goals and ultimately its Aspirations and Vision.

4. Gaps: Each EPA Steering Committee identifies several innovation 
Gaps within each Opportunity Area. If filled, these Gaps will ultimately 
support the achievement of the stated Performance Goals.

5. Projects: Active portfolio management techniques take into consideration 
issues such as project timing, cost and degree of ambition in order to 
create a balanced portfolio best placed to deliver long-term success.
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Our Progress to Date
Launched in 2012, COSIA has been busy and is  
making good progress. Our 13 member companies 
have shared about 560 technologies and innovations 
with one another. The original cost of these 
innovations was $900 million. In addition to 
sharing technologies, 185 projects that cost a total 
of over $500 million are being conducted by 
member companies under the auspices of COSIA 
— all aimed at reducing impacts in the areas 
of land, air, greenhouse gases and water.

Pulling the pieces together and laying out priorities, 
aspirations and plans for the years ahead has only 
been possible because of a remarkable spirit of 
collaboration. We have shared our plans and approach 
with hundreds of people and organizations in the 
public policy, media and industry spheres and the 
model and vision has been winning support.
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Water
Water is precious for human life,  
vital to agriculture and essential to  
a healthy ecosystem. COSIA’s Water EPA  
is focused on managing both the quality 
and quantity of water use in oil sands 
operations, including its re-use.

Our work includes a focus in the following areas:

 » How to ensure the most efficient use of all water 
resources, fresh, saline and recycled.

 » Being part of a collaborative regional water management solution.

 » Accelerating the development and commercialization 
of water treatment technologies.

 » Finding new technologies for steam generation that reduce the 
volume of water used for in situ (in place) oil sands development.

Examples of current projects include:
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dIRect cONtact 
Steam GeNeRatION

deScRIptION: 

A direct combustion 
process to generate 
a flue gas stream 
containing both steam 
and carbon dioxide (CO

2
). 

expected OUtcOme: 

Reduce GHG emissions 
for in situ extraction 
by sequestering CO

2
 

within the well after 
it is produced.

paRtIcIpaNtS: 

 » Suncor
 » Shell Canada
 » Devon
 » Canadian Natural 
Resources Ltd.

 » Statoil Canada

ReGIONal WateR 
maNaGemeNt INItIatIVe 

deScRIptION:

Coordinating water and 
waste water management 
by viewing water 
resources in the oil sands 
area as a single system.

expected OUtcOme:

Reduce the amount of 
water needed from the 
environment by increasing 
the reuse of process water.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » Suncor
 » Canadian Natural 
Resources Ltd.

 » Imperial Oil
 » Shell Canada
 » Syncrude
 » Teck Resources
 » Total E&P Canada
 » Nexen
 » Devon
 » BP Canada Energy Group
 » Cenovus
 » Statoil Canada
 » MEG Energy

BOIleR BlOWdOWN 
RedUctION 
techNOlOGIeS

deScRIptION:

Reconfiguring boilers 
to reduce waste water 
(blowdown) when 
producing steam for 
in situ production. 

expected OUtcOme:

Increase the amount of 
steam produced from 
the same volume of 
water while reducing 
the amount of waste.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » Imperial Oil
 » BP Canada Energy Group
 » Canadian Natural 
Resources Ltd.

 » ConocoPhillips Canada
 » Devon
 » Nexen
 » Statoil Canada
 » Suncor

demONStRatION 
pIt lakeS

deScRIptION:

A demonstration project 
to provide greater 
understanding of pit 
lake characteristics 
that can be used as 
treatment systems for the 
reclamation of water and 
for the potential disposal 
of fluid fine tailings.

expected OUtcOme:

Provide valuable 
information to 
operators to help 
them in the creation 
of hydrologically and 
ecologically sustainable 
lakes for reclamation.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » All seven of COSIA’s 
companies with 
mining operations.
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Tailings
When bitumen is extracted from the oil sands 
ore, sand, clay, process water and residual 
traces of bitumen remain. This mixture is 
called tailings. It can take decades for the silt 
and clay to separate naturally from the water, 
which slows the pace of mine reclamation.

COSIA’s Tailings EPA is focusing on:

 » Finding new ways to reduce the volume  
of fluid fine tailings (FFT).

 » Limiting the number and size of tailings ponds 
in order to accelerate the pace of reclamation of 
the land disturbed by oil sands mining. 

Together with the governments of Alberta and Canada, COSIA 
released a Tailings Technology Roadmap including a comprehensive 
review of technologies that show promise in this area. Some of the 
projects being shared within this EPA are highlighted to the right:
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cROSS flOW fIltRatION 
Of taIlINGS

deScRIptION: 

The tailings stream 
is pumped through a 
porous pipe, dewatering 
the tailings before 
they are deposited 
into a tailings pond.

expected OUtcOme: 

Increase the amount 
of water available for 
recycling and reduce the 
size of tailings ponds.

paRtIcIpaNtS: 

 » All of COSIA’s Tailings 
EPA member companies 
are involved in this 
project as well as 
both provincial and 
federal governments. 

taIlINGS ceNtRIfUGe 

deScRIptION:

Centrifugal force causes 
tailings to separate 
from the water and 
bind together. 

expected OUtcOme:

Speed the pace of 
reclamation.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » Syncrude contributed 
the centrifuge 
technology, which 
means it is available 
to all Tailings EPA 
members. 

 » Shell Canada has 
been the first to pick 
up the technology.

fIlteR pReSS pROject 

deScRIptION:

FFT are chemically treated 
to prevent them from 
clogging a filter. Metal 
plates are then used to 
push the FFT through 
a filter, releasing the 
water from the mixture. 

expected OUtcOme:

The residual clay fines 
cake can be used in 
reclamation to provide 
the foundation for new 
fields and forests.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » Shell Canada
 » Teck Resources
 » Ledcor Nalco Services

taIlINGS RedUctION 
techNOlOGy

deScRIptION:

A flocculent is added 
to FFT causing the 
clay to bind together, 
releasing the water.

expected OUtcOme:

Reduce the time it takes 
to reclaim tailings ponds.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » Suncor
 » Shell Canada
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Land
Our work in this area is focused on  
reducing the footprint intensity and impact 
of oil sands development on the land and 
wildlife that inhabits northern Alberta. 

Among the specific areas of effort are the following:

 » Accelerating the reclamation of land that has been disturbed.

 » Mitigating risks to the natural diversity of birds, mammals and fish.

 » Minimizing the size and impact of industrial footprints.

Some of the individual projects include:
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caRIBOU haBItat 
ReStORatION 

deScRIptION: 

Restoring legacy linear 
disturbances using several 
reclamation techniques.

expected OUtcOme: 

Improve woodland 
caribou habitat.

paRtIcIpaNtS: 

 » ConocoPhillips Canada
 » Nexen
 » Shell Canada
 » Statoil Canada
 » Suncor
 » Total E&P Canada
 » Cenovus

the OIl SaNdS 
VeGetatION 
cOOpeRatIVe

deScRIptION: 

Collecting and banking 
seeds for reclamation.

expected OUtcOme:

Ensure a large number of 
species, and variations 
within these species, are 
available for reclamation.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » Canadian Natural 
Resources Ltd. 

 » Imperial Oil
 » Shell Canada
 » Suncor
 » Syncrude 
 » Total E&P Canada
 » Smoky Lake 
Forest Nursery

 » Chickadee Farms 

tOpSOIl  
ReStORatION

 

deScRIptION: 

Treating nutrient-lean 
subsoil with humiliate 
to turn it into nutrient-
rich topsoil in five years 
rather than the hundreds 
of years it would take 
to do so naturally.

expected OUtcOme:

Speed reclamation of 
disturbed lands.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

This topsoil conversion 
project is a shared 
technology from Imperial 
Oil to all COSIA companies. 

alBeRta BIOdIVeRSIty 
cONSeRVatION chaIRS  

deScRIptION:

Speeding research 
and development of 
biodiversity science.

expected OUtcOme:

Avoid or minimize 
impacts across the 
boreal forest and restore 
ecological health.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

COSIA’s Land EPA is 
working directly with 
Alberta Innovates Bio 
Solutions, Energy and 
Environment Solutions, 
the University of Alberta 
and the Natural Sciences 
and Engineering Research 
Council of Canada.
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Greenhouse Gases
The processes required to extract oil from  
oil sands can be more carbon-intensive than  
those used to produce conventional sources of oil.  
The GHG EPA is focused on reducing GHG emissions 
in all aspects of oil sands operations, including 
the production of steam for in situ recovery 
of bitumen, using the following strategies:

 » Designing, operating and sharing best practices.

 » Capturing CO
2
 from steam generators and  

other large oil sands facilities.

 » Producing alternative energy.

 » Exploring regional opportunities to reduce GHG 
emissions with non-industry parties.

To reduce the greenhouse gases associated with oil sands production, 
COSIA members have been involved in a wide range of projects. 
Among the approaches being explored or tested are:
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alGae caRBON 
cONVeRSION pROject 

deScRIptION: 

Using algae to convert 
CO

2
 into biofuel and 

biomass products.

expected OUtcOme: 

Reduce CO
2
 emissions 

from oil sands operations.

paRtIcIpaNtS: 

 » Canadian Natural 
Resources Ltd.

 » National Research 
Council of Canada

 » Pond Biofuels Inc.

GaS tURBINe ONce-
thROUGh Steam 
GeNeRatOR

deScRIptION:

A fit-for-purpose co-
generation technology 
that produces electricity 
at the same time as 
producing steam.

expected OUtcOme:

Reduce operators’ 
reliance on electricity 
from the Alberta power 
grid, which may result 
in a net reduction in 
carbon intensity per 
barrel of product.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » ConocoPhillips Canada
 » Total E&P Canada

ORGaNIc RaNkINe cycle 
 

deScRIptION: 

Using low-grade waste 
heat from the steam 
assisted gravity drainage 
(SAGD) bitumen recovery 
processes to generate 
clean electricity and 
reduce GHG emissions.

expected OUtcOme: 

Generate potential GHG 
emissions savings of 4,000 
tonnes per year from 
Devon’s Jackfish facility.

paRtIcIpaNtS: 

 » Devon has shared 
this technology with 
member companies. 

VacUUm-INSUlated 
tUBING 

deScRIptION:

A tube is placed inside 
a larger pipe and the air 
between them is removed, 
preventing heat from 
travelling out of the 
pipe and into the well. 

expected OUtcOme:

Reduce the amount 
of steam needed to 
produce the same 
amount of product, 
reducing the amount 
of energy required and 
therefore CO

2
 produced.

paRtIcIpaNtS:

 » ConocoPhillips Canada
 » Total E&P Canada
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COSIA: Our Directors Here are the people that  
help lead the work of COSIA.

daN WIcklUm, chIef execUtIVe 

Dan has been the Chief Executive of COSIA since 
March 2012. Prior to joining COSIA, Dan occupied 
various senior positions for Environment Canada 
and Natural Resources Canada including Director 
General of Wildlife and Landscape Science, Director 
General of Water Science and Technology, and 
Director of Strategic Alliances. Dan has a vast 
range of experience in sustainable development. 
He was a Senior Policy Advisor to the Canadian 
federal Minister of Natural Resources and the 
Government House Leader, and he launched 
and was the Executive Director of the Canadian 
Forest Innovation Council. Dan has a B.Sc. in 
Biology from the University of Guelph, an M.Sc. 
in Aquatic Ecology from the University of

Calgary and a PhD in Aquatic Ecology from 
the University of Montana. After completing 
his graduate education, Dan took a faculty 
position as a Research Assistant Professor 
at the University of Montana. Dan is a board 
member of the Climate Change and Emissions 
Management Corporation, and serves on the 
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers’ 
Responsible Canadian Energy Advisory Committee. 
Dan’s first career was as a linebacker in the CFL, 
playing with both the Winnipeg Blue Bombers 
(1988) and the Calgary Stampeders (1989-91).

alaN faIR, dIRectOR, taIlINGS epa

Alan graduated from the University of British 
Columbia in 1978 with a BA in Geological 
Engineering prior to joining Syncrude Canada Ltd. 
in June of 1979 at its Fort McMurray operation. 
In 1995 he completed his MA in Business 
Administration from the University of Alberta. 
During his 32 years at Syncrude, Alan held 
several different engineering and operations 
management positions within the mine, extraction 
and technology areas. He assumed the role of 

Manager of Research & Development in May 
of 2004. As the Manager of Syncrude’s R&D 
department, Alan was responsible for both the 
technical direction and overall management 
of all research and development activities 
at Syncrude. He retired from this position in 
June 2011 to assume the role of Executive 
Director of the newly created Oil Sands Tailings 
Consortium, now part of the COSIA Tailings EPA.

jOhN BROGly, dIRectOR, WateR epa

John has more than 30 years of experience in the 
energy industry. He joins COSIA from Canadian 
Natural Resources Ltd., where he worked for more 
than eight years and was most recently Manager, 
Engineering Support, Bitumen Production at 
Horizon Oil Sands. At Canadian Natural Resources 
Ltd., John developed tailings management plans 
for the Horizon mining operation, and as part of

an industry team participated in the formation 
of COSIA, helping to develop the organization’s 
structure and legal framework. John holds a BA in 
Chemical Engineering from McMaster University.
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kelly mUNkIttRIck,  
dIRectOR, eNVIRONmeNtal mONItORING aNd RISk aSSeSSmeNt 

Kelly comes to COSIA from the University 
of New Brunswick, where he held the 
Canada Research Chair in Ecosystem Health 
Assessment and was the Scientific Director 
of the Canadian Water Network, part of 
the Networks of Centres of Excellence 
of Canada. Previously, he worked for 
Environment Canada as the Project Chief 
with the Ecosystem Health Assessment 
Project at the National Water Research 
Institute, and as a research scientist with 
Environment Canada and the Department 

of Fisheries and Oceans. He has developed 
regional and national environmental 
monitoring programs in South America, Asia 
and North America, and has worked with 
governments to improve environmental 
assessment models. Kelly received a B.Sc. 
in Fish and Wildlife Biology in 1980 and an 
M.Sc. in Environmental Physiology in 1983, 
both from the University of Guelph. He 
completed his PhD in Aquatic Toxicology 
in 1988 at the University of Waterloo.

Here are the people that  
help lead the work of COSIA.

WayNe hIllIeR, dIRectOR, GReeNhOUSe GaSeS epa

Wayne has more than 30 years of Canadian 
oil and gas sector experience, and spent 
the past 12 years at Husky Energy, most 
recently as Director of Climate Change 
and Sustainability Services, where he 
designed and implemented Husky’s climate 
change and air pollution management 
framework. He has expertise in federal 
and provincial climate change policy 

and regulation, GHG emission reporting 
and verification, energy and emission 
conservation initiatives, and plant 
operations. In his career, Wayne also worked 
at Ethyl Canada, Betz Process Chemicals 
and at Suncor Energy’s Sarnia Refinery. 
Originally from Ontario, he studied Chemical 
Engineering at the University of Waterloo.

GaRRy ScRImGeOUR, dIRectOR, laNd epa

Garry is an ecologist with more than  
25 years of experience in aquatic research 
and environmental impact assessments, 
in addition to restoration activities. He 
has worked in the private sector, not-
for-profit sector and most recently, with 
Parks Canada Agency as an Ecologist in 
the Chief Ecosystem Scientist’s office. He 
holds a PhD in Biological Sciences from 
the University of Calgary, is an Honorary 

Sir Izaak Walton Killam Fellow and holds 
adjunct professorships in biology at 
the University of Alberta, University of 
Waterloo and University of Lethbridge. 
He has published extensively in scientific 
literature, including 70 peer-reviewed 
scientific papers. He currently serves as 
an Associate Editor for the international 
scientific journal “Freshwater Science,” a 
role that he has maintained since 2004.





Contact 
COSIA
Mailing Address: 
520 5th Avenue SW, Suite 1700 
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3R7

Phone: +1 403.444.5282 
Email: info@cosia.ca

Get INVOlVed WIth cOSIa:

Twitter: @COSIA_ca

Subscribe to Collaborator, COSIA’s newsletter:  
cosia.ca/subscribe

Submit a technology idea via E-TAP:  
cosia.ca/etap




